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QCD and Hadronization

How all the color from initial parton is neutralized into colorless hadrons? 
                        >> Dynamical enforcement of confinement <<

Goal:  study dynamics of parton propagation in QCD 
           explore hadron formation mechanisms 
           characteristic timescales of these processes

How: embed the process in nuclei with known properties
          and use the nuclei of varying size as a spatial ruler
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PARTON PROPAGATION AND FRAGMENTATION IN QCD MATTER 7

Fig. 2. – Quark propagation inside a target nucleus (“cold QCDmatter”) in lepton-nucleus (left) and hadron-

nucleus → Drell-Yan (centre) collisions. Right: Hard scattered parton traveling through the “hot QCD

matter” produced in a nucleus-nucleus collision.

transverse momentum hadron production in A+A compared to proton-proton (p+ p) and hadron-

nucleus h + A collisions at RHIC [25-28] (see Sect. 5), is also indicative of a breakdown of the

universality of the fragmentation process. The standard explanation is that the observed sup-

pression is due to parton energy loss in the strongly interacting matter. This assumes of course

that the quenched light-quarks and gluons are long-lived enough to traverse the medium before

hadronising, which can be expected at large enough pT because of the Lorentz boost of the hadro-

nisation time scales. However, dynamical effects may alter this argument (see, e.g., Ref. [29]),

with hadronisation starting at the nuclear radius scale or before. In this case, in-medium hadron

interactions should also be accounted for, possibly leading to a different suppression pattern.

Such mechanisms may be especially important in the case of heavy (charm, bottom) quarks

which – being slower than light-quarks or gluons – can fragment into D or B mesons still inside

the plasma [30].

In summary, a precise knowledge of parton propagation and hadronisation mechanisms can

be obtained from nDIS and DY data, allowing one to test the hadronisation mechanism and

colour confinement dynamics. In addition, such cold QCD matter data are essential for testing

and calibrating our theoretical tools, and to determine the (thermo)dynamical properties of the

QGP produced in high-energy nuclear interactions.

1
.
3. Hadronisation and colour confinement. –

While not having a direct bearing on the traditional topics of confinement such as the hadron

spectrum, the hadronisation process nonetheless contains elements that are central to the heart

of colour confinement, as already emphasised 30 years ago by Bjorken [6]. For instance, in the

DIS process, a quark is briefly liberated from being associated with any specific hadron while

traveling as a “free” particle, and it is the mechanisms involved in hadron formation that en-

forces the colour charge neutrality and confinement into the final state hadron. The dynamic

mechanism leading to colour neutralisation, which is only implicitly assumed in the traditional

treatments of confinement based on potential models [31] or lattice QCD [32], can be studied

quantitatively using the theoretical and experimental techniques discussed in this review. As an

example, the lifetime of the freely propagating quark may be inferred experimentally from the

nuclear modification of hadron production on cold nuclei, which act as “detectors” of the hadro-

DIS
(DESY,  Jefferson Lab)

Drell-Yan
(Fermilab, CERN)

Heavy-Ion
(RHIC, LHC)

Parton propagation in three processes
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Parton propagation in three processes
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Deep Inelastic Scattering: vacuum

Hadronization is the process by which energetic q and g evolve into hadrons

 τp hτf

● Quark propagation    : 

• Hadron formation hτf:

in hard hadronic processes, energetic partons can be 
temporarily liberated from hadrons; distribution of the 
color charge over an extended volume. 

color charge is neutralized into color singlet hadrons.

 τp
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 τp hτf

Nuclear medium acts as a ruler

• partonic multiple scattering 
• medium-stimulated gluon emission
• quark energy loss
• additional prehadron interaction 

Deep Inelastic Scattering: medium
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Observable: hadronic multiplicity ratio 

 Connects to hadronic phase: 
■ how long it takes to form full hadron? 
■ space-time description of hadronization

2

higher virtuality to lower virtuality. This process occurs in the vacuum as well35

as in the medium. The medium e↵ect is primarily to provide scattering centers36

with which the parton undergoes elastic scattering, resulting in energy loss of the37

parton through scattering recoil and stimulated gluon bremsstrahlung. Ultimately38

the parton becomes a constituent of a hadron that can be observed directly or39

indirectly. By comparing properties of final states produced on nuclei of varying40

sizes we can infer space-time properties of hadronization.41

1.0.1 Observables42

The multiplicity ratio for hadron h is defined as the normalized production yield43

ratio of that hadron in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering from a heavy target44

A relative to a light target, e.g., deuterium:45
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where N
h

is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in a (⌫, Q2

, z , p
T

) bin and N
e

is46

the number of inclusive DIS events in the (⌫,Q2 ) bin. Generally, multiplicity ratio47

is a function of four kinematic variables, chosen here as the 4-momentum transfer48

Q

2, energy transfer ⌫, fractional hadron energy z = E
h

/⌫, the component of the49

hadron momentum transverse to the virtual photon direction p

T

. The hadronic50

multiplicity ratio R

h

A

quantifies the extent to which hadrons are attenuated at a51

given value of the kinematic variables; in the studies described here, this atten-52

uation can take place because of hadron or pre-hadron inelastic scattering [2,3],53

or because of energy loss of the quark contained in the hadron that occurred54

during the partonic phase, prior to the hadron formation [4,5], or because of the55

interference of the partonic and hadronic phases [6].56

1.1 Overview of existing data57

A wealth of data was collected in the past four decades on hadron collisions and58

leptoproduction experiments. Electroproduction of the hadrons was first investi-59

gated by Osborne et.al in the earlier 1970’s at SLAC [7] using 20.5 GeV electron60

beam incident on number of targets: 2D, 9Be, 12C, 64Cu, and 119Tn. The atten-61

uation R

h

A

of hadrons was observed for the first time in SIDIS kinematics, and62

clearly showed that attenuation increases with the size of target nucleus A in case63

of the forward hadrons (higher z ). One of the first pioneering measurements with64

ultra-high energy muon beam was conducted in FNAL [8], and further studied, at65

higher luminosities at CERN, by the European Muon Collaboration [68]. Nuclear66

targets (12C, 63Cu, 119Sn) and 2D were measured for the first time simultaneously67

 τp hτf
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Early results
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Quarks in nuclei: EMC data

42 Chapter 3. Overview and Interpretation of Existing Data

Figure 3.5: Multiplicity ratios as a function of z from EMC [Ashman 1991].

Figure 3.6: Multiplicity ratios as a function of n from EMC [Ashman 1991].

picture where, instead of an attenuation, there is an enhancement, which is flat
or increases with z. This is difficult to understand otherwise than to be an ef-
fect from the protons and the diffractive processes. However, the contamination
from protons should be concentrated in the target fragmentation region and,
therefore, lead to a stronger decreasing slope, as we observe in the low n bin.
Also, the EMC collaboration provides measurements of the number of proton
and anti-proton compared to other charged hadrons. It appears that their num-
ber does not increase with A, making even more difficult to interpret these data
this way. The diffractive processes contribution might be the key to understand
these data, but it is difficult to make a quantitative statement. In conclusion, the
lack of precision, especially in the particle identification, and the strange behav-
ior of the distributions, compared to other measurements, does not allow a clear
interpretation.

The EMC collaboration took more data using various muon energies, from
100 to 280 GeV, and various nuclear targets: deuterium, carbon, copper and tin.
With much more statistics and deuterium as basis, these results [Ashman 1991]
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3.2. Early Results 43

Figure 3.7: Multiplicity ratios as a function of p2
? from EMC [Ashman 1991].

are easier to interpret. The z dependence of the multiplicity ratio, shown in
figure 3.5, is much more coherent with the previous SLAC results, but many
new features emerge. A dependence of the multiplicity ratio was found as a
function of n (figure 3.6); the attenuation is stronger at low n and it even tends
to disappear at the highest n. No significant dependence is found in either
xBj or Q2, therefore, n seem to be the only inclusive variable with a nuclear
effect dependence. This behavior is interpreted by most of the models as a
simple Lorentz boost compressing the size of the target nucleus. For hadron
absorption models, this leads to a prehadron production time pushed outside of
the nucleus and, therefore, less interaction. For parton energy loss or modified
fragmentation models, the reduced interaction is due to the shorter time spent
in the nuclei, leaving less time for gluons to be exchanged with the medium.

The p2
? effect was also studied in [Ashman 1991], they observed (see fig-

ure 3.7) a fast increase of the multiplicity ratio at high p2
?. This was not seen in

SLAC data, however the change begins to appear here around p2
? = 1 GeV2/c2,

the limit of the SLAC measurement. This increase is due to the very small cross
section at high p2

?, which leads to a relatively more important effect. This is often
referred as Cronin effect, which is, originally, a heavy ion collision effect named
after James Cronin. Using another observable, hp2

?iA/hp2
?iD, EMC data seems

also to lead to a suppression of p2
? effect at high n. This feature is contradic-

tory with most of the models using parton energy loss3, but the size of the error
bars is important and the choice of observable not optimal. No strong conclu-
sion can be made from this result and more precise data are needed to interpret
the p2

? behavior. In most models the extra p2
? is generated from multiple soft

scattering in the nucleus; these scatterings occur at the partonic level. However,
p2
? can be studied in more details using the variable Dhp2

?i, which was used in
more recent experiments and has the advantage of a simpler interpretation.

Finally, the EMC collaboration studied the dependence of the attenuation in

3Other models do not describe that kind of p2
? effects.

Hadronization data from the EMC
 
Muon beam: 100 to 280 GeV
Targets: D, C, Cu, Sn

J. Ashman et al. Comparison of forward hadrons produced in muon
 interactions on nuclear targets and deuterium. Z.Phys., vol. C52 (1991) 

• Increase of multiplicity ratio at high pT2

• Attenuation at high z
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Quarks in nuclei: HERMES data

3.3. Recent Results 51

Figure 3.13: Multiplicity ratios of charged hadrons as a function of n, Q2 and
p2
? in various z bins from HERMES [Airapetian 2007].

has none, helping to interpret the data properly. In this respect, it is interest-
ing to see that no clear transition between target and current fragmentation is
observed. Nonetheless, a subtle inflexion is observed for pions around z of 0.6
and is not present for protons. This might be an indication that target remnants
contaminate the measurement at least up to this value, this would be coherent
with theory [Mulders 2001].

Another tool, in the tracking of the target contamination, might be the mul-
tiplicity ratio as a function of p2

?. At high p2
?, most particles have an important

increase of their multiplicity ratio. This Cronin effect is stronger for particles
suspected of important target contamination (K+ and p) and is reduced for safer
particles in this regard (p̄). Therefore, the target region might contribute to the
Cronin effect. This hypothesis can be related to the work on heavy ion collisions
[Fries 2003, Hwa 2004] explaining the Cronin effect by a recombination of the
constituents of the nuclei. To test this contribution from the target to the Cronin
effect, we can use the multi-dimensional results of the multiplicity ratio from
HERMES (figure 3.13). We observe a stronger Cronin effect for pions at low z,

Multiplicity ratios for charged pions in varios z bins

A.Airapetian et al. Hadronization in semi-inclusive deep 
inelastic scattering on nuclei. Nucl.Phys., vol. B780 (2007) 

31

Fig. 1.11: HERMES one-dimensional ⇡

0 multiplicity ratios in ⌫, z, Q

2, and p

2

T

bins.

Kinematical coverage is: 1< Q

2

<10 GeV2, 7< ⌫ <23 GeV, z >0.2 and

2< p

h

<15 GeV. Results taken from [43].

1.2.6 Hadronization in nuclear environment: models

How to let quarks know that they should not take away color (and fractional electric

charges by the way)?! [19].

Decades of work on understanding hadronization data have resulted in many

sophisticated models. Due to its non-perturbative nature, hadronization cannot

be described from first principles, instead, it relies heavily on gaining insight from

the experimental data. While common ground, i.e. hadronization in vacuum, may

be similar between the models, many di↵erences arise once the nuclear medium

is introduced. The caveat in connecting model predictions with data lies in the

fact that experimental data can be equally and relatively well described by a good

number of models making it virtually impossible to pinpoint the leading mech-

Multiplicity ratios for neutral pions in ν, z, Q2, pT2  bins

Quantitative agreement with EMC results

Electron beam: 27 GeV
Targets: He, Ne, Kr, Xe
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• π±, π0, K±, p, p multiplicities
• 2D multiplicities for π±

• 1D multiplicities for π0
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Glimpse on available models

T.Mineeva  ´Pion electroproduction at CLAS and other JLab measurements’, NuFact12

Glimpse at available models

2.5.
C

onclusion
35

Authors References Model Description Multiplicity Results p2
� Broadening Results

Accardi et al. [Accardi 2003] Q2 rescaling of FF + Few comparisons None
hadron absorption with HERMES & EMC

Arleo [Arleo 2003b] BDMPS based parton energy loss Scarce comparison q̂ = 0.75 GeV/fm2

(quenching weight calculation) with HERMES too large for HERMES
Deng et al. [Deng 2010] Modified DGLAP evolution Few comparisons q̂ = 0.015 GeV2/fm

[Deng 2011] with HERMES coherent with HERMES
Falter et al. [Falter 2004] Pure hadron/prehadron Extensive comparison None
(GiBUU) [Gallmeister 2005] absorption with HERMES & EMC

[Gallmeister 2008]
Gyulassy and [Gyulassy 1990] Medium modified FF using Comparison with old None

Plümer string-flip model data (EMC & SLAC)
Kopeliovich et al. [Kopeliovich 2004] Q2 rescaling of FF, energy loss Extensive comparison Extensive comparison

[Domdey 2009] and prehadron absorption with HERMES & EMC with HERMES
[Ciofi degli Atti 2005]

Salgado and [Salgado 2002] BDMPS based parton energy loss Few comparisons Extensive comparison
Wiedemann [Salgado 2003] (quenching weight calculation) with HERMES with HERMES

See chapter 4 See chapter 4
Wang and Wang [Wang 2002] Pure parton energy loss Few comparisons None

with HERMES

Table 2.1: Summary of the models discussed in chapter 2.

Based on HERMES data, models do not discriminate between two proposed mechanisms: 
partonic energy losses vs prehadron absorption. Need higher precision data.

Based on HERMES data, models can not discriminate two proposed mechanisms: partonic energy losses vs prehadron absorption.          
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                                   Need higher precision data!                   
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Experiment
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CLAS EG2 experimental conditions:
• Electron beam 5.014 GeV
• Targets 2H, 12C, 56Fe, 207Pb (Al, Sn)
• Luminosity 2·1034  1/(s·cm2)
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CEBAF and CLAS @ 6 GEV

CEBAF Accelerator 
Up to 5 passes for a max of ~ 6 
GeV

Dipole magnets of different 
strength to maintain constant 
curvature in arcs.

All halls may run at max energy. No 
two halls may run at same lower 
energy.Hall B is  the best!

499 MHz laser pulse at injector 
produces electron bunches

1497 MHz RF acceleration gradient 
allows each hall to have its own 
beam specifications .

Hall B CLAS
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State of the art radiative corrections
for the processes on nuclear targets

2

higher virtuality to lower virtuality. This process occurs in the vacuum as well35

as in the medium. The medium e↵ect is primarily to provide scattering centers36

with which the parton undergoes elastic scattering, resulting in energy loss of the37

parton through scattering recoil and stimulated gluon bremsstrahlung. Ultimately38

the parton becomes a constituent of a hadron that can be observed directly or39

indirectly. By comparing properties of final states produced on nuclei of varying40

sizes we can infer space-time properties of hadronization.41

1.0.1 Observables42

The multiplicity ratio for hadron h is defined as the normalized production yield43

ratio of that hadron in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering from a heavy target44

A relative to a light target, e.g., deuterium:45
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where N
h

is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in a (⌫, Q2

, z , p
T

) bin and N
e

is46

the number of inclusive DIS events in the (⌫,Q2 ) bin. Generally, multiplicity ratio47

is a function of four kinematic variables, chosen here as the 4-momentum transfer48

Q

2, energy transfer ⌫, fractional hadron energy z = E
h

/⌫, the component of the49

hadron momentum transverse to the virtual photon direction p

T

. The hadronic50

multiplicity ratio R

h

A

quantifies the extent to which hadrons are attenuated at a51

given value of the kinematic variables; in the studies described here, this atten-52

uation can take place because of hadron or pre-hadron inelastic scattering [2,3],53

or because of energy loss of the quark contained in the hadron that occurred54

during the partonic phase, prior to the hadron formation [4,5], or because of the55

interference of the partonic and hadronic phases [6].56

1.1 Overview of existing data57

A wealth of data was collected in the past four decades on hadron collisions and58

leptoproduction experiments. Electroproduction of the hadrons was first investi-59

gated by Osborne et.al in the earlier 1970’s at SLAC [7] using 20.5 GeV electron60

beam incident on number of targets: 2D, 9Be, 12C, 64Cu, and 119Tn. The atten-61

uation R

h

A

of hadrons was observed for the first time in SIDIS kinematics, and62

clearly showed that attenuation increases with the size of target nucleus A in case63

of the forward hadrons (higher z ). One of the first pioneering measurements with64

ultra-high energy muon beam was conducted in FNAL [8], and further studied, at65

higher luminosities at CERN, by the European Muon Collaboration [68]. Nuclear66

targets (12C, 63Cu, 119Sn) and 2D were measured for the first time simultaneously67
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for the processes on nuclear targets
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Inclusive e- radiative corrections

Formalism: Mo&Tsai  (SLAC Pub-0848, 1971)
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FIG. 1: Illustration of the x-dependence of the function fEMC for five values of atomic number A.

P0 0.005138 P1 0.980710
P2 0.046379 P3 1.643300
P4 6.982600 P5 -0.226550
P6 0.110950 P7 0.027945
P8 0.406430 P9 1.607600
P10 -7.546000 P11 4.441800
P12 -0.374640 P13 0.104140
P14 -0.268520 P15 0.966530
P16 -1.905500 P17 0.989650
P18 see Table 2 P19 -0.045536
P20 0.249020 P21 -0.137280
P22 29.201000 P23 0.004928

TABLE III: Values of the fit parameters.

We used the same function for both W1 and W2.
The nominal results from the above were corrected as follows:

F1 = Fnom
1 (1 + P7 + P8y + P9y

2 + P10y
3 + P11y

4)

and

R = Rnom(1 + P12)

where Rnom is the ratio of longitudinal to transverse cross sections, defined using:

Rnom = (Fnom
2 /ν)(M/Fnom

1 )(1.+ ν2/Q2)− 1

and where y = (W 2 −M2)/|q⃗|. The fit parameters P7 to P12 are given in Table III.

P.Bosted, V.Mamyan “Empirical fit to electron-nucleus scattering”  arXiv:1203.2262v2
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Radiative factor δRC = σRad / σBorn 

Inclusive e- radiative corrections (eA→eʹ′X)
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Ratio of RC factors δRC on A to D: up to 3.5% correction

Inclusive e- radiative corrections (eA→eʹ′X)
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Coulomb corrections 

Formalism: Effective Momentum Approximation (Aste et al)

A
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Distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) calcu-
lations with exact Dirac wave functions have been per-
formed by Kim et al. [8] in the Ohio group and Udias
et al. [9,10] for quasielastic scattering off heavy nuclei.
However, these calculations are cumbersome and difficult
to control by people who were not directly involved in
the development of the respective programs. Early DWBA
calculations for 12C and 40Ca were presented in [11].

Various approximate treatments have been proposed in
the past for the treatment of Coulomb distortions [12–19],
and there is an extensive literature on the so-called eikonal
approximation [20–26]. At lowest order, an expansion of
the electron wave function in αZ, where α is the fine-
structure constant and Z the charge number of the nu-
cleus, leads to the well-known effective momentum ap-
proximation (EMA) [27], which plays an important role
in experimental-data analysis and which will be explained
below.

The effect of the charged nucleus on the electron wave
function is twofold: Firstly, the (initial- and final-state)
electron momentum k⃗i,f is enhanced in the vicinity of the
nucleus due to the attractive electrostatic potential, i.e.,
the wavelength of the electron is becoming shorter near
the nucleus. Secondly, the attractive potential of the nu-
cleus leads to a focusing of the electron wave function in
the nuclear region. Solutions for the Dirac equation for
the scattering of electrons in the nuclear field can be ob-
tained from a partial-wave expansion, where the radial
Dirac equation must be solved numerically for each partial
wave. To avoid such a computational effort, an approxi-
mate treatment is often adopted, based on a high-energy
expansion in inverse powers of the electron energy [12,
13,15]. The resulting expression for the distorted electron
wave function is then expanded in powers of αZ as (we
use units with ! = c = 1 throughout)

ψτ = e±iδ1/2
k′

k
eik⃗′r⃗[1 + g(1)(a, b, k⃗′, r⃗ )

+g(2)(a, b, k⃗′, r⃗ ) + . . .]uτ , (1)

where the sign ± refers to the two scattering solutions
with outgoing or incoming spherical waves, respectively,
whereas the corresponding indices i, f are neglected for the
sake of notational simplicity, uτ is the plane-wave spinor
for the electron with given helicity τ and k⃗ is the asymp-
totic electron momentum. For the case of a uniform spher-
ical charge distribution of radius R, the values of k⃗′, a, b
and δ1/2 are given by [16]

k′ = k +
3αZ

2R
, δ1/2 = αZ

!
4
3
− log 2kR

"
+ b,

a = − αZ

6k′R3
, b = − 3αZ

4k′2R2
, (2)

with k⃗′ parallel to k⃗. These values enter the first-order
term according to

g(1) = ar2 + iar2k⃗′r⃗± ib[(k⃗′× r⃗ )2 +2ik⃗′r⃗− s⃗(k⃗′× r⃗ )], (3)

where the spin operator s⃗ describes spin-dependent effects
which are comparably small for higher electron energies.
The meaning of the parameter a can be easily understood
from a semiclassical observation. For a highly relativistic
electron with mass m falling along the z-axis (i.e. with
zero impact parameter and k ≫ V ≫ m) towards the
nuclear center, the momentum inside the spherical charge
distribution is given by

k̃(z) = k − V (z), V (r) = −3αZ

2R
+

αZ

2R

!
r

R

"2

, (4)

where V (r) is the electrostatic potential inside the charged
sphere. Modifying the electron plane-wave phase eik⃗r⃗ =
eikz to eik′z(1+az2), as is induced at lowest order by the
second term in g(1), leads to the z-dependent electron mo-
mentum k̃(z),

1
i

d
dz

eik′z(1+az2) = k′(1 + 3az2)eik′z(1+az2) =

k̃(z)eik′z(1+az2) (5)

in agreement with eq. (4). The parameter b describes
mainly the deformation of the wavefront and can also be
derived from semiclassical observations.

The standard method (in the case of light nuclei) to
handle Coulomb distortions for elastic scattering in data
analysis is the effective momentum approximation (EMA),
which corresponds to the lowest-order description of the
Coulomb distortion in αZ. The EMA accounts for the two
effects of the Coulomb distortion mentioned above (mo-
mentum modification and focusing) in the following way.
For a highly relativistic electron with zero impact param-
eter the so-called effective momenta k′

i,f of the electron
are given by

k′
i = ki + ∆k, k′

f = kf + ∆k, ki,f = |⃗ki,f |,

k′
i,f = |⃗k′

i,f |, ∆k = −V0/c, (6)

where V0 is the potential energy of the electron in the cen-
ter of the nucleus in analogy with eq. (2). E.g., for 208Pb
we have V0 ∼ −25MeV, not a negligible quantity when
compared to energies of some hundreds of MeV typically
used in electron scattering experiments. Cross-sections are
then calculated by using plane electron waves correspond-
ing to the effective momenta instead of the asymptotic
values in the matrix elements, and additionally one ac-
counts for the focusing factors of the incoming and out-
going electron wave k′

i/ki and k′
f/kf , which both enter

quadratically into the cross-sections. The main problem
of the method is the fact that both the focusing and the
electron momentum are not constant inside the nuclear
volume. In the case of nucleon knockout reactions, most
of the hit nucleons are located near the surface of the nu-
cleus, where the classical momentum of the electrons is
not given by the central value.

A strategy to remedy this defect is to alter the defi-
nition of the effective momenta by not using the central
potential value V0, but a value V (rf ) obtained from some
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compared to energies of some hundreds of MeV typically
used in electron scattering experiments. Cross-sections are
then calculated by using plane electron waves correspond-
ing to the effective momenta instead of the asymptotic
values in the matrix elements, and additionally one ac-
counts for the focusing factors of the incoming and out-
going electron wave k′

i/ki and k′
f/kf , which both enter

quadratically into the cross-sections. The main problem
of the method is the fact that both the focusing and the
electron momentum are not constant inside the nuclear
volume. In the case of nucleon knockout reactions, most
of the hit nucleons are located near the surface of the nu-
cleus, where the classical momentum of the electrons is
not given by the central value.

A strategy to remedy this defect is to alter the defi-
nition of the effective momenta by not using the central
potential value V0, but a value V (rf ) obtained from some

Code EXTERNALS provided by D.Gaskell

(eA→eʹ′X)

C_corr ~ σBorn_QE / σCoulomb

C_corr is up to 3.5% 
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2

higher virtuality to lower virtuality. This process occurs in the vacuum as well35

as in the medium. The medium e↵ect is primarily to provide scattering centers36

with which the parton undergoes elastic scattering, resulting in energy loss of the37

parton through scattering recoil and stimulated gluon bremsstrahlung. Ultimately38

the parton becomes a constituent of a hadron that can be observed directly or39

indirectly. By comparing properties of final states produced on nuclei of varying40

sizes we can infer space-time properties of hadronization.41

1.0.1 Observables42

The multiplicity ratio for hadron h is defined as the normalized production yield43

ratio of that hadron in semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering from a heavy target44

A relative to a light target, e.g., deuterium:45

Rh

A

�
⌫,Q2

, z , p
T

�
=

N

h

(⌫,Q

2

,z ,p
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)

N

e

(⌫,Q
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)|DIS

���
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N

h

(⌫,Q

2

,z ,p

T

)

N

e

(⌫,Q

2

)|DIS

���
D

(1.0.1)

where N
h

is the yield of semi-inclusive hadrons in a (⌫, Q2

, z , p
T

) bin and N
e

is46

the number of inclusive DIS events in the (⌫,Q2 ) bin. Generally, multiplicity ratio47

is a function of four kinematic variables, chosen here as the 4-momentum transfer48

Q

2, energy transfer ⌫, fractional hadron energy z = E
h

/⌫, the component of the49

hadron momentum transverse to the virtual photon direction p

T

. The hadronic50

multiplicity ratio R

h

A

quantifies the extent to which hadrons are attenuated at a51

given value of the kinematic variables; in the studies described here, this atten-52

uation can take place because of hadron or pre-hadron inelastic scattering [2,3],53

or because of energy loss of the quark contained in the hadron that occurred54

during the partonic phase, prior to the hadron formation [4,5], or because of the55

interference of the partonic and hadronic phases [6].56

1.1 Overview of existing data57

A wealth of data was collected in the past four decades on hadron collisions and58

leptoproduction experiments. Electroproduction of the hadrons was first investi-59

gated by Osborne et.al in the earlier 1970’s at SLAC [7] using 20.5 GeV electron60

beam incident on number of targets: 2D, 9Be, 12C, 64Cu, and 119Tn. The atten-61

uation R

h

A

of hadrons was observed for the first time in SIDIS kinematics, and62

clearly showed that attenuation increases with the size of target nucleus A in case63

of the forward hadrons (higher z ). One of the first pioneering measurements with64

ultra-high energy muon beam was conducted in FNAL [8], and further studied, at65

higher luminosities at CERN, by the European Muon Collaboration [68]. Nuclear66

targets (12C, 63Cu, 119Sn) and 2D were measured for the first time simultaneously67

State of the art radiative corrections
for the processes on nuclear targets
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RC to SIDIS process

Formalism: convolution of leptonic and hadronic tensors (I.Akushevich et al) 
Code: modified version of original HAPRAD  (HAPRAD_cpp)

(eA→eʹ′π0X)

4

momentum distribution (G) as prescribed in [32].
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where f(x, Q2, z) within code notation corresponds to cosine moments of cross
section fitted with A + B·cos(⌅) + C·cos(2⌅) function, and G is transverse mo-
mentum distribution:

G =
1

2⇥⇤
· exp�(p

T

� µ)2

2⇤2

(0.2.2)

The expression for G is obtained through a multidimensional fit to data. Here
the µ and ⇤ are the mean and the width of the Gaussian distribution in pT which
was fitted simultaneously in (x, z) bins. The fit parameters bear the following
dependence on (z,x):

µ = p
0

+ p
1

· z + p
2

· z 2 + p
3

· x + p
4

· x 2 (0.2.3a)

⇤ = A + B · z + C · z 2 + D · x + E · x 2 (0.2.3b)

Each set of parameters (p0, p1, p2, p3, p4) and (A, B, C,D, E) was obtained from the
data individually for each target. The entire data set was divided and acceptance
corrected in (x, z, pT ) = (5, 5, 16) bins. The fitting procedure on the three-
dimensional set of bins, omitting those with few statistics, was performed in three
steps. First, three-dimensional distributions in (x, z, pT ) (Fig.0.3) were projected
onto one-dimensional distributions in pT in each bin in z and x, and then fitted
with a Gaussian function. Second, the values of µ and ⇤ of the Gaussian fit from
the first step were plotted for each value of x and fitted with a polynomial function
in order to obtain the x-dependent expressions for µ(x) and ⇤(x). Similarly,
dependencies of Gaussian parameters µ and ⇤ were obtained as a function of
z. Finally, given the above ansatz on the shape of two-dimensional distributions
pT (x) and pT (z), the three-dimensional distributions were fitted simultaneously as
pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for
each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using
pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine ⌅ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and
H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting
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dimensional set of bins, omitting those with few statistics, was performed in three
steps. First, three-dimensional distributions in (x, z, pT ) (Fig.0.3) were projected
onto one-dimensional distributions in pT in each bin in z and x, and then fitted
with a Gaussian function. Second, the values of µ and ⇤ of the Gaussian fit from
the first step were plotted for each value of x and fitted with a polynomial function
in order to obtain the x-dependent expressions for µ(x) and ⇤(x). Similarly,
dependencies of Gaussian parameters µ and ⇤ were obtained as a function of
z. Finally, given the above ansatz on the shape of two-dimensional distributions
pT (x) and pT (z), the three-dimensional distributions were fitted simultaneously as
pT (x,z). The three-step fitting routine is performed iteratively and separately for
each target. The quality of the resulting three-dimensional fit is illustrated using
pT distribution in the slice of (x, z) bins on Fig.0.4 on the example of iron target.

Next, we examine ⌅ distributions in data which will be used to construct H3 and
H4 structure functions. For that purpose we start by dividing and correcting

3

Fig. 0.2: Feynman diagrams contributing to the Born cross section (a) and the lowest
order QED e�ects (b-e).

target, the next version, HAPRAD2 [31], includes additional contribution of �+

exclusive radiative tail. The version of HAPRAD2 code tailored to extract radia-
tive corrections for �0 includes modification of structure functions due to nuclear
e�ects, as well as exclusive �0 contribution to radiative tails.

0.2.1 Nuclear Structure Functions

Since the original version of HAPRAD code is aimed at extracting radiative
corrections (RC) on the proton, a modification must be introduced in order to
account for the nuclear e�ects on the targets under consideration: D, C, Fe,
and Pb. The SIDIS cross section within the leading twist formalism depends
on four hadronic structure functions: ⇥SIDIS = ⇥SIDIS(H1,H2,H3,H4) (exact
expression is given in 0.2.5). The structure functions enter in ⇥SIDIS each with
their kinematical factors calculated based on leptonic kinematics. The nuclear
e�ects are accounted for by replacing default proton structure functions for the
nuclear structure functions in the expression for SIDIS. Within the code notation,
the H3 and H4 structure functions correspond to the cosine moments of cross
section, while H1 and H2 are interrelated by the hadron kinematical factor. The
model for each of the structure functions is constructed based on the convolution
of parton distribution function (fq), fragmentation function (Dq), and transverse

G  is hadron transverse momentum distribution 

φ- dependence of σSIDIS

A-dependence is accounted in structure 
functions based on the fits to our data
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RC to SIDIS process (eA→eʹ′πX)

A slice in the kinematics on the example of π0

Radiative factor δRC = σRad / σBorn  and its ratioFe/D: up to 10% correction
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RC to exclusive process (eA→eʹ′πA)

Formalism: convolution of leptonic and hadronic tensors (I.Akushevich et al) 
Code: HAPRAD_cpp with MAID parametrization for π± and CLAS data for π0

219

Fig. 5.11: Total radiative correction factors (semi-inclusive together with exclusive

contribution) for Fe and D targets and their ratios in (Q2,⌫, z) bins.

Total RC factor δRC = δINCL + δEXCL  on the example of π0 
                      In ratioFe/D correction is up to 18%
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Results
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■ Attenuation depends on nuclear size 
■ Increase of hadrons at low z, attenuation at high z 
■ Bears resemblance to Cronin effect at high pT2

■ Quantitative behavior compatible with Hermes 

3D  π+  Multiplicities on 12C,56Fe,207Pb to D

Hayk Hakobyan

 Rπ+ in(Q2 ,ν, z ) integrated over pT2  Rπ+ in(Q2 , ν, pT2 ) integrated over z 
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 Rπ- in(z , pT2) integrated over ν , Q2  

Analysis under reviewFigure 37: Positive pions multiplicity ratios as a function of p2? (GeV2/c2) for di↵erent
z bins (left), and di↵erent ⌫ (GeV) bins (right). Normalization uncertainties are not
shown.

Figure 38: Multiplicity ratios as a function of ⌫ (GeV) for both charged pions. Left:
The usual multiplicity ratio results. Right: Lead results normalized to carbon. Nor-
malization uncertainties are not shown.

45

Raphael Dupré

CLAS   P
RELIM

INARY

2D  π-  Multiplicities on 12C,56Fe,207Pb to D
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CLAS   PRELIMINARY

3D  π0  Multiplicities on 12C,56Fe,207Pb to D

Results are acceptance corrected only. Statistical uncertainties included. Systematics: 3-6%.

 Rπ0 in(Q2 ,ν, z ) integrated over pT2 

Taisiya Mineeva
Analysis under review
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CLAS   P
RELIM

INARY

3D  π0  Multiplicities on 12C,56Fe,207Pb to D

Results are acceptance corrected only. Statistical uncertainties included. Systematics: 4-6%.

 Rπ0  in ( ν, z, pT2 ) integrated over Q2

Taisiya Mineeva
Analysis under review
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•  The microscopic information on space-time dynamics of hadronization  
     can be accessed via DIS using nuclear medium as an analyzer. 
  
• Propagation time of quasifree quark can be related to its transverse momentum 

broadening and formation time of final state hadron is related to hadronic 
multiplicity ratio.

•  CLAS high luminosity data on 2H, 12C, 56Fe, 207Pb 
• Extraction of multidimensional  multiplicities and momentum broadening
• State-of-the art radiative corrections for processes in heavy target
• Analysis under review

• Future program with CLAS12 (E12-06-117) will provide by far the best 
    experimental access to medium-stimulated parton energy loss and enable 
    extraction of 4D multiplicities for a large spectrum of hadrons.
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Summary
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π

pT

Nucleus “A”

e’

e

Transverse momentum broadening

Connects to partonic phase 
■ in-medium scattering 
■ quark energy loss 
■ access to production time τp  

Transverse momentum broadening

Page 4

that measures the ratio of the energy transfered to the hadronic system to the total leptonic

energy available in the target rest frame. Invariant mass of the recoiled hadronic system is

related to � and Q2 as:

W = (p + q)2 = M 2 + 2M � �Q2 (5)

If in addition to the scattered lepton one of the produced hadrons is identified such process

is called semi-inclusive (SIDIS). The hadron which carriesfour-momentum P � = (Eh, p�)

is described by the fraction of the initial struck quark energy it carried away z = �
Eh

, its

momentum transfer relative to the virtual photon direction pT , and well as the angle ⇥

between lepton scattering plane and the virtual photon-hadron plane.

1.3 Experimental observables

In lepton-nucleus DIS the experimental observables are presented in terms of the hadronic

multiplicity ratio Rh
A and transverse momentum broadening �p2

T . When considering hadroniza-

tion in the nuclear medium, the rate of gluon emission due to multiple parton scattering is

expected to be greater than that which occurs in vacuum. This causes an increase of the

width of the transverse momentum distribution of the final state hadron. The transverse

momentum broadening for the observed final state hadron with respect to the direction of

the virtual photon direction is defined as [5]:

�p2
T =< p2

T >A � < p2
T >D (6)

where < p2
T >A is an average hadron momentum squared produced on a nuclear target A:

< p2
T >A=

⌅

pT ,z ,�,Q2

p2
T · Nh

�
pT , z , �,Q2

⇥

⌅

pT ,z ,�,Q2

Nh

�
pT , z , �,Q2

⇥

⇤⇤⇤⇤⇤⇤⇤⇤⇤
A

(7)

and < p2
T >D is the same quantity for Deuterium target. Since the hadron < p2

T > is mainly

accumulated by elastic scattering due to quark propagation and gluon emission, it is supposed

to be a sensitive probe to the quark lifetime, i.e. production time, as well as medium-

stimulated energy losses. Hadron multiplicity ratio or attenuation ratio represents the ratio

 τp hτf
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Quarks in nuclei: EMC effect

EMC effect (1983): structure function F2  is modified when nucleons are         
                                 embedded in a nucleus (from measurement F2Fe /F2D) 

SLAC E139 (1994) confirmed 
EMC effect on wide range of A

Reduction of per-nucleon cross 
section σA compared to ‘free’ one σD

Universal x-dependence for all 
nuclear targets

4 The experimental data

After the discovery, nuclear effects have been studied experimentally in charged lepton-nucleus
scattering by the muon experiments BCDMS [10], EMC-NA38 [12], EMC [13] and NMC [14,
15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21] at CERN and E665 [22, 23] at FNAL, in electron scattering at SLAC [24,
25, 26, 27, 28], DESY [29] and JLAB [30, 31, 32, 33], in neutrino-nucleus scattering [34, 35] and
in the Drell-Yan process [38, 39]. I will only discuss the most important results.

4.1 Data from SLAC-E139

At large x the most precise data are those from the SLAC experiment E139 [24] that measured
the cross section ratio σA/σD for 8 nuclei ranging from 4He to 197Au. The results of an updated
analysis with an improved treatment of radiative corrections [25] are shown in Fig. 2.

1

0.9

1.1

1

0.9

1.1

σ   A

σ  D

0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.80.2 0.5 0.8
x

He/D Be/D C/D Al/D

Ca/D Ag/DFe/D Au/D

4 9 12 27

40 56 108 197

Figure 2: The ratio σA/σD as a function of x for various nuclei measured by SLAC-E139 [24, 25].

For all nuclei one observes, in the region 0.3 < x < 0.8, a reduction of the per-nucleon cross
section σA compared to the ‘free nucleon’ one, σD. The x dependence of this reduction has a
very characteristic universal shape with a minimum near x ≈ 0.7. The effect is already present
for helium, its magnitude increases with the atomic mass number A. The A dependence will be
discussed in more detail in section 4.8.

4.2 The universal x dependence

The E139 data provide precise information for x > 0.2. The region of lower x is covered by
the data from SLAC-E61[6], from the HERMES experiment [29], where the 27.6 GeV electron
beam of HERA was scattered from internal gas targets of various nuclear species, and the muon
experiments. As an example, the x dependence of the cross section ratio σC(N)/σD measured in
electron scattering by E139 [25] and HERMES [29] is presented in Fig. 3. Also shown are data
from JLAB-E03103 [32] taken with a beam energy of 5.8 GeV.
This figure nicely summarizes the universal x dependence of the nuclear effects. It can be
subdivided into four x regions (plus a fifth one at x > 1 which will be discussed separately in
section 6):

4

The ratio σA/σD as a function of x for various nuclei 

. J. Gomez et al. (SLAC-E139), Phys. Rev. D 49 (1994) 4348  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HERMES @DESY and CLAS @Jefferson Lab                                                        

■ HERMES has higher beam energy (27 GeV and 12 GeV, vs. 5 GeV)   

■ HERMES can identify a wider range of particle species   

■ CLAS has higher luminosity (1034/cm2/s, ~factor 100)  
     – Can do 3 and 4-fold differential binning (vs. 1-D or 2-D for HERMES)
     – Access to higher Q2 (good statistics for 4 GeV2) and higher pT2

■ CLAS can use solid targets – Access to heaviest nuclei (207Pb vs. 131Xe)  

Comparison of HERMES/DESY and CLAS/Jefferson Lab                                                        

■ HERMES has higher beam energy (27 GeV and 12 GeV, vs. 5 GeV)   
    – Much wider range in ν 
    – Access to higher W and W’

■ HERMES can identify a wider range of particle species   

■ CLAS has higher luminosity (1034/cm2/s, ~factor 100)  
     – Can do 3 and 4-fold differential binning (vs. 1-D or 2-D for HERMES)
     – Access to higher Q2 (good statistics for 4 GeV2) and higher pT2

■ CLAS can use solid targets – Access to heaviest nuclei (207Pb vs. 131Xe)  

ν (GeV)  Q2 (GeV2) z pT2 (GeV2)

CLAS 2.2 - 4.2 1.0 - 4.1 0,3 - 1.0 0 - 1.5

HERMES 7 -  23 1.0 - 10 0.2 - 1.0 0 - 1.1

    T.Mineeva ‘Multiplicity ratio measurements at CLAS’, Indiana-Illinois workshop on FF, 12/12/13 
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